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1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
In his famous paper [6] Malcev proved that all subgroups of a soluble 
group of finite abelian section rank (as usual, we denote this class by -ip,) 
with no quasicyclic section are closed with respect to the profinite topology. 
He also showed that any torsion-free soluble group all subgroups of which 
are closed belongs to 9, and has no quasicyclic section. 
But it also seems to be of interest o obtain some information about 
(profinitely) closed subgroups of Y,-groups possessing quasicyclic sections 
(e.g., [1, Key Lemma]). In this paper we will characterize closed subgroups 
and investigate the relation between arbitrary subgroups and their closure in 
a class related to YO. Furthermore, we look at products and homomorphic 
images of closed subgroups of locally nilpotent groups. 
This work has mainly been motivated by the need of some results on 
(prolinitely) closed subgroups in order to prove theorems on conjugacy 
separability and on groups with the same finite images. But these results are 
of interest on their own and should therefore be written down together. 
Before stating our results we need some notation: The spectrum n(G) of a 
group G is the set of all primes p for which G has a quasicyclic p-section. If 
X is any class of groups we denote by S= its subclass of all reduced (i.e., 
with no radicable subgroups) S-groups of finite abelian section rank whose 
spectrum is contained in rr. If 7c is the set of all primes, we write Sr instead 
of Xx. We mainly use this definition in the case where 37 denotes the class 
d, JtT, JCJV and 9’ of all abelian, nilpotent, locally nilpotent and soluble 
groups, respectively. 
fl is the class of all finite groups. We put 
9 = (L./q, Lq*.Y. 
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By an P-pair (G,N) we mean an Y-group G with a normal (JU’)~- 
subgroup N satisfying GIN E Y@Sr. 
In the context of this paper it might seem more natural to use the property 
“residually finite” instead of “reduced” in the above definition. But with the 
other hypothesis these two properties are equivalent [ 7, 9.3 11, and the proof 
of our first main result, which asserts residual finiteness of the groups we are 
interested in, requires only the weaker property. 
.P contains all finite extensions of torsion-free reduced YO-groups and 
hence all residually finite minimax groups in YOST. In these cases the Fitting 
subgroup F(G) of G is nilpotent, G belongs to &S&Y and (G, F(G)) is an 
Y-pair. 
On the other hand 58 does not contain YrsT: Let rr denote the (infinite) 
set of primes which are congruent 2 mod 3. Let C, denote the cyclic group of 
order p. Then Aut C, is cyclic of order p - 1, say generated by aP, and 
uniquely 3-radicable. 
We put C = OPER C, and a = (ap)pen E n Aut C, < Aut C. a has infinite 
order and is uniquely 3-radicable. As the order of ap increases when p 
increases, U = Z,((a)) is isomorphic to Z, = {m/n E Q 1 n is a power of 3}. 
a does not fix any element of C. Thus CAU belongs to Yr but not to 9. 
2. RESULTS 
We begin with our characterization of closed subgroups of P-groups: 
THEOREM A. Let (G, N) be an Y-pair with a subgroup U. Thefollowing 
are equivalent: 
(a) U is closed in G. 
(b) Un N has jkite index in Z,,,(Un N) for every finite set 7c of 
primes contained in z(G). 
(c) Every series U f7 N = U, < . . . < U, = Z,,,( U (7 N) having for every 
prime p only a finite number of factors containing p-elements has reduced 
factors. 
(d) There exists a series U fl N = U, < + .. < U, = ZN(U n N) with 
reduced factors and for every prime p only a finite number of factors 
containing p-elements. 
(e) U n N is closed in N (with respect to the profinite topology of N). 
Here Z,JUn N) denotes the Ir-isolator f U n N in N in the sense of 
Hall [2] and equals {g E N 1 g’ E U n N for some z-number r}. We omit rt 
when it stands for the set of all primes. 
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A direct argument shows that U normalizes Z,,,(UnN). Thus 
Us Z,,,(UnN) is a subgroup of G and (b) is equivalent to 
(b’) U has finite index in U . Z,,,(U n N) for every finite set z of 
primes. 
This theorem includes the well-known fact that Y-groups are residually 
finite [ 7, 9.3 11: I,,,(( 1)) is just the rr-component of T(N) and hence finite if 
71 is. 
In special cases we obtain better characterizations: 
COROLLARY 1. Let (G, N) be an Y-pair and U a subgroup of G such 
that Un N is subnormal in ZN(U n N). The following are equivalent: 
(a) U is closed in G. 
(b) Every series offinite length from Un N to ZN(U n N) has reduced 
f izctors. 
(c) There is a series of Jinite length from U n N to ZN(U n N) with 
reduced factors. 
(d) NN(U n N)/U n N is reduced. 
This obviously holds for nilpotent N. 
COROLLARY 2. Let G be a reduced soluble minimax group. Then a 
subgroup U of G is closed in G if and only if Un F(G) has finite index in 
Z,,,,W’F(W 
We point out some consequences of Theorem A. The topology induced on 
a subgroup by the profinite topology of the whole group is always coarser 
than the profinite topology of the subgroup. But 
THEOREM B. The profinite topology of an Y-group induces the profinite 
topology on each of its closed subgroups. 
The following theorem is related to the second result of Malcev and 
concerns groups with “many” closed subgroups. The defect of a subgroup H 
of a group G is the least non-negative integer n such that there exists a series 
of length n from H to G. 
THEOREM C. The spectrum of an 9,X-group or an P-group with 
subgroups of defect at most two closed is empty. 
Obviously Theorem C implies that a soluble-by-finite minimax group with 
closed subgroups of defect at most two is polycyclic. This was proved for 
finitely generated hyper-(abelian or finite) groups by Jeanes and Wilson [3]. 
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Now we consider an arbitrary subgroup U of an Y-pair (G, N) and its 
closure Q
By Theorem A, I nto,N(U f? N) is closed and hence contains Un N. U 
normalizes UnN and UnN. As (UnN)UnN=(UnN)(UnN)= 
m is closed in N, Theorem A asserts that (Un N)U is closed in G. Thus 
(UnN)U= u and onN= UnN<I n(Gj,N(Un N). (This verifies the Key 
Lemma of [I].) 
This shows that the closure operation takes place inside N where we can 
describe a relation between a subgroup and its closure (compare 
[ 1, Lemma 4 1). 
THEOREM D. Let U be a subgroup of an (IA”),-group G. Then there 
exists a series U = U, 4 U, 4 ... a U,, = 0 the factors of which are 
direct sums of quasicyclic p-groups. 
If U is a subgroup of an arbitrary group G we put o= {g E G 1 
Vn E N 3x E G: x”g-’ E U). Obviously 0~ 0. If U is normal in 0, then 
IflU is the set of all radicable lements of G/U, so that [7,9.31] asserts 
0 = 0 for an YOR-group or an M-group G. 
One has: 
THEOREM E. If U is a subgroup of an P-group G, then a= 0. 
The above theorems rely on the fact that the groups have finite abelian 
section rank: The identity subgroup E of 
G=(xj(iEN,)) x:= l,xpi=x,, [xi,xj] = 1 (i,jE NJ) 
satisfies (d) but not (a), (b), (c) of Theorem A; the subgroup E= (x0) 
satisfies (a) but not (b), (c) (see [7, II, p. 1301). Since ,!?= (x,,) is cyclic, we 
also get a counterexample to the extended version of Theorem D. 
I do not know if Theorem A remains true for arbitrary Sq-groups. In this 
case the factor group G/T(G) of G modulo its maximal normal periodic 
subgroup belongs to 9 so it seems natural to ask: 
Question. Is a subgroup U of an ,4P,-group G closed if and only if UT(G) 
is closed? 
This is true if G belongs to 5? but we need and state this result only for 
@Q.-groups. 
PROPOSITION F. Let G be an (LA’“),-group and U a subgroup of G. The 
following are equivalent: 
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(a) U is closed in G. 
(b) UT(G) is closed in G. 
Cc) UT(G)/T(G) is closed in G/T(G). 
Finally we consider products and homomorphic images of closed 
subgroups of (M),groups. 
In general the product of two closed subgroups of an dr-group is not 
closed: Let G=ZOZ, with Z,={m/nEQIn a power ofp}, U= 
((r, Y) ] r E E) and V = Z 0 {O). Then U and V are closed but neither 
U @ V= H @ E is closed in G nor is the image of U in G/V. 
G is not radicable by its spectrum and this is the reason that the above 
example works. Indeed we can prove positive results in the classes 
9, = {G E &A’“), ) G/T(G) is x-radicable}. 
PROPOSITION G. Let U be a closed subgroup and M a closed normal 
subgroup of the SPz-group G. 
(a) UM is closed in G. 
(b) UM/M belongs to 9x. 
(c) For every homomorphism p: G + H into an 9,-group H the image 
of U is closed. 
This proposition can easily be extended to the class S@=Sr. Obviously (b) 
asserts that a closed subgroup and a quotient group modulo a closed normal 
subgroup of an 9=-group @J/-group) belongs to A?= (Sz;T). 
Under further hypothesis we can improve (a): 
THEOREM H. Let G be a finite extension of a torsion-free ZZz-group N 
having a finitely generated subgroup the n-isolator in N of which coincides 
with N. Then the product of two closed subgroups is a closed set. 
This theorem is valid for torsion-free 9’X-minimax groups. It immediately 
asserts that two closed subgroups of such a group permute if and only if they 
permute in every finite image. Hence a closed subgroup permutes with every 
other closed subgroup if and only if its image in every finite quotient is 
quasinormal (compare [ 41). 
This theorem has been proved by Lennox and Wilson [5] for polycyclic 
goups. They also gave an example showing that it is not true for finitely 
presented minimax groups. It is even not true for finitely presented minimax 
groups whose Fitting subgroup belongs to &Pm : 
Let G = (x, y, a 1 xa = x2, y” = y’, [x, y] = 1). U = (~a) and V = (ya) 
intersect the Fitting subgroup F(G) = (xG, y”) z Z, 0 Z, trivially; hence 
they are closed in G. Obviously F(G) belongs to S’,2,. 
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Now (/J-u-)2 = xy-’ = (xa)(ya))’ E UV asserts that xamkma ’ 
belongs to UV(F(G))” f or every n E N, since F(G) has no subgroup of index 
a 2-number. Thus xnm’ymam’ E UK But xam’yeam’ = ax(ay)-’ # (xa)“(ya)” 
for every n, m E Z. 
It should be pointed out that this group G has a faithful inear represen- 
tation of degree 3: The map 
extends to an isomorphism 
3. DEDUCTION OF THEOREM A 
We start with some remarks on isolators in locally nilpotent groups: 
3.1. LEMMA. Let 7ci (i E J) denote some sets of primes and let U be a 
subgroup of a locally nilpotent group G. 
(4 nie./ ‘7r,C”) = Zn,an,W~ 
(b) Z&J> Z,(U) = Li(Lj(U>) = Zniutj(U)’ 
(4 Iz7Cj(‘> ’ zZjTl,j(U>I = IzTZiU7Zj(u> ’ z7tj(")l' 
Proof: (a) To prove that the left side is contained in the right side, let 
g E niE,Zzi(U). We choose a natural number n with g” E U having as few 
prime divisors as possible. Then n is a ni,, ni-number. 
(b) Trivially ZKi(U) ZXj(U) c Zzi(Zzj(U)) E Z+,(U). A direct argument 
shows Z,,u,j(U) c Z,i(U) ZXj( U). 
(c) Follows from (a) and (b). 
3.2. Proof of Theorem A, First Part. We omit the index N with the 
isolator sign. 
(a) Z- (b): For short we write V = Z,(U n N). As U n N is n’-isolated 
in V it contains the r&component of T(V) which we may therefore assume to 
be trivial, Hence T(V) is finite and V is nilpotent [7, Corollary 1 to 6.361. 
Uf7 N is closed in V and so are all subgroups of the series of successive 
normalizers of U n N in V, which has finite length. Hence the factors of this 
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series are residually finite n-groups of finite rank and hence finite, as rc is 
finite. 
(b) S- (c): If the factor Ui+ I/Vi is not reduced, it contains a subgroup 
X/U, which is isomorphic to a quasicyclic p-group [7,9.24]. We have 
Z(Url N) = Z(UJ and Zp,(Un N) < ZP(Ui) so that Lemma 3.1(c) yields 
JZ,(UnN): UnNJ = Iz(unN) :z,,(unN)\ > IZ(Ui) :Z,,(UJ = 
IZ,(U,) :vi1 = 00. 
(c) =S (d): We have to prove the existence of such a series. Let {Z,} be 
the upper central series of Z(U n N) with 2, = Z( U n N) for an ordinal a. 
We define Vi=Zin7’(Z(UnN))for i<a and Vi/Vi-, =Z(Z(UnN)/V,~,) 
for i = a + l,..., a + n for some natural number ’ n satisfying Va+n = 
Z(Un N). This central series possesses only a finite number of factors 
containing p-elements for every prime p and so does {U,} with Ui = 
v,(un N). 
(d) * (b): The series {Ui} given by (d) has reduced periodic factors. 
As rc is linite the series {Vi nZ,(U n N)} consists of only finitely many 
distinct subgroups, so it is enough to show that its factors are finite. But this 
is trivial as they are reduced n-groups of finite rank. 
Before proving the implications (b) 3 (e) and (e) =S (a) we state some 
lemmas: 
3.3. LEMMA. Zf G is an Y-group and M a normal subgroup, then a 
subgroup U of G is closed in G if 
(1) UM” is closed in G for every natural number n and 
(2) U n M is closed in M. 
Proof. Regarding the two cases g & UM and g E UM, direct arguments 
show that for every g E G\U there exists a normal subgroup N of finite index 
in G such that g @ UN. 
3.4. LEMMA. Fdrgdr.F5 RF. 
The first inclusion follows as in the last part of the proof of [7,9.39.3]. TO 
prove the second inclusion it is enough to show that &-groups are residually 
finite, which was proved by Robinson [7, 9.321. 
3.5. PROPOSITION (Malcev [6]). Every subgroup U of an YDT-group G 
is closed in G. 
Proof. By induction on the length of an (JB,,Sr)-series of G we may 
assume that U n M is closed in M for a normal subgroup M of G such that 
G/M is either finite or abelian. Thus Lemma 3.3(2) is satisfied and we only 
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need to verify (1) of Lemma 3.3 which follows immediately when G/M is 
finite. 
If G/M is abelian, UM is normal in G and so is the subgroup (CM)” 
which is contained in UM”. By Lemma 3.4, G/(UM)” is residually finite. 
Thus its finite subgroup UM”/(UM)” is closed which implies that UM” is 
closed in G. 
3.6. Proof of Theorem A, Second Part. (b) * (e): The series of 
successive normalizers of Z( U f? N) in N has isolated subgroups [2,4.10(a)] 
and thus torsion-free factors. The finiteness ofthe Hirsch-number asserts that 
it reaches N after a finite number of steps. We refine this series to a series 
Z(UnN)=U,g U, _a ... _a U,,=N 
with d,-factors and prove the theorem by induction on II. The finiteness of
IZ(Un N) : Z,,(Un N)] = jZ,(Un N) : Un N] (Lemma 3.1) implies that 
Z,,(UnN) and hence UnN= n p ,,rime Z,,(Un N) (Lemma 3.1) are closed 
in Z(Ufl N) = U,. This starts the induction, whereas the induction step 
follows by Lemma 3.3: (2) is true by hypothesis, while (1) is a consequence 
of the finiteness of(U n N)(U,- I)“/(Ui- J as a subgroup of the R&j-group 
Ui/(Ui- i)” and Lemma 3.4. 
(e) * (a) follows again by Lemma 3.3 with M= N: fly&F= YD.F 
(Lemma 3.4), so Proposition 3.5 yields (1). Part (2) coincides with 
hypothesis (e). 
4. PROOFS OF THE COROLLARIES 
4.1. Proof of Corollary I. A series of finite length trivially satisfies the 
additional hypothesis of Theorem A(c). Thus (a) and (b) of the corollary are 
equivalent. The series constructed in Proof 3.2 (c) =S (d) has finite length so 
that (b) and (c) are equivalent by Theorem A again. 
(b)+ (d): N,,,,(UnN)nZ(UnN)/Un N is reduced by (b). As 
N,(Un N) normalizes Z(Un N), we can regard N,,,(Un N)/N,,,(Un N) n 
Z(Un N) g NN( Un N) Z(Un N)/Z(Un N) which is a torsion-free &-group 
and hence reduced. 
(d) * (a) follows from Theorem D. 
4.2. Proof of Corollary 2. Z =Z,,,,(Un F(G)) contains a finitely 
generated subgroup W satisfying Zn,FCG) (IV) = Z where a denotes the finite 
spectrum of F(G) [7, 10.321. As ZFtGj (Uf7W)=ZtheindexofUf7Win W 
is finite [2,4.5(e)], say a x,-number for a finite set of primes K,. Hence Z= 
Z nun~,mWnF(G)) and the corollary follows from Theorem A(b) and 
Lemma 3.1. 
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5. Proof of Theorem B. Let U be a closed subgroup of an Y-group G 
and V a subgroup of finite index in U. By Theorem A(a),(b) V is closed in G 
and hence in U, with respect to the G-topology on U. As V has finite index in 
U it is also open in U in this topology. Hence there exists a normal subgroup 
N of Iinite index in G with N n U < V. 
6. Proof of Theorem C. The identity subgroup of an 5$X-group G 
satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem C is closed. Hence G is residually finite 
and belongs to Yr.F. 
In any case the maximal normal torsion subgroup T(G) of G is residually 
finite; hence its spectrum is empty. Thus we may assume T(G) = (1) so that 
G EJ$dDT [7, 10.331. 
Let N denote a normal JY;-subgroup of G such that G/NE d&F. N/N’ 
contains a finitely generated subgroup B/N’ with periodic factor group N/B. 
By hypothesis B is closed in G so that the spectrum of N/N’ is empty 
(Theorem A). Now a theorem of Robinson (7,2.26, Corollary] asserts that 
N belongs to 9@. 
7. Proof of Theorem D. Let n be the nilpotency class of U/T(U) and 
CJT(U) its i th centre. Obviously C, = T(U) is closed in G and {c/C,} is a 
central series of o/T(U). Defining Ui = GU we obtain a series 
ui+J”i= UCi+l/“CIZ Ci+i/Ci(Un Ci+l)= Ci+l/CiCi+, 
since 
UnCi+l/T(U)G U/T(U)nZi+l(U/T(U))G UIT(U)nZi+l(u/T(u)) 
G Zi + 1 (U/T(U)) = Ci + l/T(U)* 
Ci+ , is dense in Ci+ L in the G-topology on Ci+ I and hence in the profinite 
topology on ci+l (Th eorem B). Thus Vi+ I/Ui is a radicable periodic abelian 
group. 
8. Proof of Theorem E. Let N be a normal (L./‘“),-subgroup of G such 
that G/N E 9&F. Since 0 = U(Un N), we can write an element x E 0 as 
x=uywithuEUandyE(UnN). 
It suffices to verify Un N = Um, so we ma assume G = N = 0. Then 
T(U) is a normal subgroup of G. Now U/T U) = o/T(U) reduces the +- 
assertion to the case T(U) = (1) when G is nilpotent, say of class c. Now 
take v E u and m E FJ. As v belongs to UGmc a result of Mal’cev 
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[6, Lemma 21 asserts the existence of an element g E G with u = ug”’ for a 
suitable u E U. Thus vg-” E U and v E 0. 
9. Proof of Proposition F. The equivalence of (b) and (c) is obvious. 
There exists an ascendant series U = U, g ..a a U, = UT(G). As its 
factors Ui+ ,/Ui are isomorphic to (Ui+l n T(G))/(Uin T(G)), it is 
equivalent to the series U n Z’(G) g ..a g U, n T(G) = T(G) and hence 
for every prime p there are only finitely many factors having p-elements. 
Since UT(G) is subnormal in Z(U), we can lengthen this series to a series 
u=u,g **. _a U, = UT(G) _a U,,, _a -.. _a U,,, =Z(U) (n E IN). 
Thus the proposition follows from Theorem A. 
10. Proof of Proposition G. We begin with 
10.1. LEMMA. For a subgroup U of an S3Tx-group G the following are 
equivalent: 
(a) U is closed in G. 
(b) UT(G)IT(G) is n-isolated in G/T(G). 
(c) UT(G)/T(G) is x-radicable. 
(d) UES’=. 
Proof: The equivalence of (c) and (d) follows from U/T(U) = 
U/U n T(G) e UT(G)/T(G). To prove the equivalence of statements (a), (b) 
and (c) we may assume that G is trosion-free (Proposition F). Then 
extraction of roots is unique which proves (b) o (c). 
(a) + (b): By Theorem A, U is of finite index in Z,(U) for every p E 7~. 
But U is subnormal in Z,(U) so that this index is a p-number which must 
therefore be 1 as Z,(u> is p-radicable by (b) * (c). By Lemma 3.1, U is z- 
isolated. 
(b) =j (a): U satisfies (b) of Theorem A. 
10.2. We prove the proposition using the previous lemma: 
(a): UT(G)/T(G) is 7c-radicable and so is its image UMT(G)/MT(G). 
G/MT(G) is n-free so that extraction of rr-roots is unique in G/MT(G) and 
UMT(G)/MT(G) is n-isolated. Therefore UMT(G)/T(G) is n-isolated in 
G/T(G) and UM is closed in G by the lemma and Proposition F. 
@I: (G/MYT(G/W is a homomorphic image of G/T(G) and hence z- 
radicable. Since G/M is residually finite it belongs to 5Pz. Thus (b) follows 
from (a) and the lemma. 
(c): Obviously /? is continuous. Hence M = ker /? is closed in G, p(U) = 
UM/M belongs to .5Pz and p(U) is closed in H by the lemma. 
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11. Proof of Theorem H. 
11.1. LEMMA. A subgroup W of the SE-group N is closed in N if and 
only if W has j?nite index in its isolator. 
ProoJ Let H be a finitely generated subgroup of Z(W) with 
Z,(H) = Z(JV). Then Z(H) = Z(Wn H) implies that JH: Wn HI is finite 
[2,4.5(e)], say a z,-number for a finite set of primes. 
Using Lemmas 3.1 and 10.1 we get Z( IV) = I,,,( Wn H) and 
IZ(w) : WI = Izn~“n(w> :WI =/Z,,(W) : WI < 00. 
11.2. We prove the theorem by induction on the Hirsch number. Let U 
and V be closed subgroups and k = IZ(V) : UI IZ(v) : V/ which is finite by 
Lemma 11.1. It is easily seen that we may assume G = N. Now let a E uI/. 
By induction UVZ(G) is closed. Hence there exists elements u, E U, u, E V 
and z E Z(G) with a = u,u,z. We may assume u1 = u1 = 1. 
By induction LTV(Z,((z)) k is closed. Hence there exists n/m E Z,, u E U, 
v E V with z = a = UVZ(“~““. Thus z”“’ E Z((uv)) G G(u)) Z((v)) 5 Z(U) Z(V) 
since uv is central. Hence z(“~‘@ = (z”“‘)~~ E (Z(u))“k(Z(V))“k E UV so that 
a = uv~(“*~’ E UV. 
The basic idea of this proof is due to John C. Lennox, who used it to 
prove the finitely generated case of Theorem H. 
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